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De cons tr u c ti on Ma n ual

Perth, Western Australia; 1 October 2014. Hidden Shoal is proud to announce the release of the new
remix EP Deconstruction Manual featuring remixes of Hidden Shoal artists by Murdoch University Sound
students.
On Deconstruction Manual, three students of Perth’s Murdoch University have taken the work of Hidden
Shoal artists and subjected it to deconstruction, manipulation and glorious reinterpretation. The project
is an ongoing collaboration between Hidden Shoal and the Murdoch University Sound Program, and the
three remixes collected on this EP represent some of the diverse, innovative work produced by students
of the course. Dr Simon Order, Chair of the Murdoch Sound Program, says of the project ‘Remix is such a
powerful activity which fires up the imagination. These fabulous tracks bear witness to the creative energy
of Murdoch Sound students.’
Skybreaker’s remix of Slow Dancing Society’s ‘I’ll Leave A Light On’ throws the original into an industrial
thresher, transforming its calming piano and nylon-string guitar into a juddering nightmare of synths and
snarl. Karl Ockelford’s ‘Greylands’ renders source audio from Antonymes, Boxharp, Gilded and Salli Lunn
into an expansive, glowering horizon of drones, strings and distortion. Finally, Lövmark’s reworking of
Antonymes’ ‘Doubt’ immerses Jan Van Den Broek’s monologue within patient, melodically rich minimal
electronica.
Skybreaker is the moniker of Hadyn Lander, a versatile multi-instrumentalist and game designer whose
influences range wildly from ’60s jazz-rock to modern electronica. Karl Ockelford is a musician and visual
artist who has been working in and around the Perth experimental music scene for the past 15 years as part
of Sub Ordnance and Abe Sada, and also releases music under the moniker Reluctant Carnivore. Lövmark
is an electronic music producer hailing from Northern Sweden, now based in Fremantle, whose influences
range from heavy metal to down-tempo bass music.
Deconstruction Manual is available as a free download now via Hidden Shoal’s Bandcamp.
Hidden Shoal is an Australia-based independent music label and publisher that has earned a reputation
for releasing exciting and engaging new independent music that is not bound by genre or style. Hidden
Shoal has been chosen as one of Textura’s favourite labels and has been dubbed “This generation’s 4AD”
by prominent New York radio host DJ Mojo.
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